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Abstract. This paper documents the flexible automated digital design for
production workflow utilized for the materialization of the FabPod Project,
together with the use of an integrated practice methodology and highly collaborative process. The research seeks to narrow the divide between the acts
of designing and the acts of making, by integrating through the act of
automating computer assisted designs with computer assisted manufacturing.
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1. Introduction
We will be reporting on the specifications of a Flexible Automated Digital Design
for Production Workflow (FADPW) shown in Figure 1, developed in Catia™ for
the management of geometry control and tolerant modelling of the detailed fabrication planning data for the FabPod project. The Fabpod project is the second
prototype produced as a continuation of the physical prototyping research developed during the Responsive Acoustic Surfaces cluster in SmartGeometry 2011, the
work extends the understanding of how to manufacture Hyperbolic geometries
and their complex intersection patterns through the integration of Computer Aided
Design technology with Computer Aided Manufacturing technologies (Burry
et al., 2011).
The Flexible Automated Design for Production Workflow system was a necessary step in the materialization of the FabPod design intentions. The system
enabled the flexible orchestration of change management in the earlier stages of
design and in the stages of fabrication planning.
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Figure 1. Workflow Diagram.

The FADPW deployed a novel use of a declarative simple geometry codex as
the lingua franca for the exchange of information. This open exchange provided
the design team with a decentralized collaborative environment.
2. Background
The FADPW system developed for the FabPod is the result of an accumulation of
a research stream investigating how automation strategies enable the integration
of design information with fabrication information by means of automating digitally mediated representations and translating them into accurate machining
features for the extraction of multiple axis machining data.
As suggested by Mitchell and McCullough (1994, pp. 417-440) “Integrating
computer-aided design with computer-aided fabrication and construction [...] fundamentally redefines the relationship between designing and producing. […]”
The integration of designing with manufacturing excludes the need for the
mediation produced by drawings, With the integration of CAD with CAM we can
achieve higher levels of systematized customization (mass-customization) “bringing the benefits of factory production to the creation of a unique component or
series of similar elements differentiated through digitally controlled variation”
(Kvan and Kolarevic, 2002). In addition this digitally controlled variation can be
achieved with levels of accuracy and precision not attainable through traditional
means of construction or fabrication. Kolarevic (2001), Maher and Burry (2006)
and Shelden (2002) argue that to simply substitute 3D models for drawings will
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not automatically guarantee a greater coherence of information, this suggests that
while 3d model-based strategies can capture a greater breath of information, there
are intrinsic properties to 3d model-based methods that if correctly employed, have
a greater chance of guaranteeing coherence of information when compared to more
traditional drawing media, for example the inclusion of automation strategies in
combination with 3d model-based methods can provide a greater level of coherence
among disparate components of a model without compromising the design-logic.
The revisiting of the design for manufacturing and assembly of products by the
automotive, aerospace and shipbuilding industries during the ‘80s and ‘90s,
demonstrated the use of integration strategies in combination with CAD/CAM
technologies, and how their synergy enhances the effectiveness of the planning
and manufacturing process (Kieran and Timberlake, 2004).
While the benefits of integration mediated through technology have been
widely acknowledged by the AEC community, the process of adoption has been
slow. In an industry built on the separation of design, construction and project
phases, many integrators are having a hard time implementing collaboration and
concurrence (Elvin, 2010).
As noted by Hartmann et al. (2008) professionals find it difficult to cope with ways
of effectively integrating model-based strategies into normative practice, coupled with
a lack of understanding of the digital modelling process and of the digital fabrication
process. (Hartmann et al., 2008; Chaszar and Glymph, 2003) While practices such as
Gehry Partners have been adopting these methodologies and principles since the
1990s such as their collaboration with the Metal Fabricator Zahner during the construction of the Music Experience Project in Seattle, the observations made by the
researchers above help identify a clear gap in our knowledge base, in particular in
effective methods of integrating design information with fabrication information,
coming from multiple sources of expertise and in a variety of representations.
The main proposition of this paper is that automated design for fabrication
work-flows have enormous potential to eradicate the barriers presented by both
the separation of the design and fabrication process and the difficulty professionals face when implementing an effective integration of model-based strategy
within normative practice.
In response to the observations made by the key researchers within the literature, we conceived the FADPW system to research the potential in application of
automated workflows to narrow the divide between the acts of designing and the
acts of making. It would do this by integrating through the act of automating computer assisted designs with computer assisted manufacturing. Can the
restructuring of the acts of materializing architecture enable us to re-institutionalize the seamless collaborative enterprise that was once encapsulated by the role of
the “Master builder”? (Kolarevic, 2001).
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3. The Workflow System
3.1. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORKS VS PHYSICAL FRAMEWORKS

In Refabricating Architecture, Kieran and Timberlake (2004) introduce us to the
different “ways-of-making” used by the automotive and Aerospace industry, the
differences between the industries are vast, they see the differences as one of
“framing” vs. “quilting”. Framing is seen as “entirely gravity based” and bound to
a precondition of physical existence, quilting on the other hand is seen as requiring “only a conceptual, not a physical framework.” That is, physical frameworks
force the process to be linear and make the assembly process highly dependent on
gravity, for this reason in “framing” the assembly process must begin from the
ground-up starting with the construction of a “frame”, which behaves as a primary
support system; after the “frame” is built, the components that hang from the
frame follow.
The “framing” exposes an overseen characteristic of the relation between the
ways in which we organize information and the ways in which we fabricate and
assemble components from that information, for example the “conceptual framework” enables a non-linear fabrication and assembly process, where components
can be fabricated, assembled and joined to their adjacent neighbours, without
gravity acting as the primary regulating line in the order of the system. Instead in
the “conceptual framework” it is information that becomes the regulating line of
the system, the informational system enables us to manage the interfacing joints
between components, in a process similar to how “quilts” work, the informational
“patches” which subsequently become fabrication cells can be built out-of-order
and stitched together after shipped to the assembly site.
During the Fabpod, the Automation Workflow became the informational backbone of the “conceptual framework” enabling a “quilt-like” process of fabrication
and assembly.
3.2. THE GRASSHOPPER AUTOMATION

In the FabPod project, Rhino/Grasshopper was used as a design authoring tool,
where the wall and cell assemblies would be declared and specified according to
a highly flexible set of design principles and functional requirements for room
acoustics. While fundamental to the design process, the workflow in Grasshopper
software is outside the scope of this paper.
3.3. THE DIGITAL PROJECT AUTOMATION WORKFLOW

The Flexible Automation Digital Project Workflow system enabled the re-generation of fabrication-geometry control models reconfigured according to strict yet
robust fabrication conformance guidelines.
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The looseness of the Grasshopper automated workflow in allowing design
changes and the robustness in the Digital Project-based automated workflow with
its ability to incorporate design changes while strictly conforming to the fabrication rules and manufacturing guidelines, highlights the great potential of
automated workflows in enabling the integration of flexibility in design while
maintaining robustness at the fabrication level.
3.4. THE FILE TRANSFER PROCEDURE AND COLLABORATION

The simple file format developed for the interoperability between the two automation workflows, required the necessary conditions indicated by Kvan (2000) for
the production of a loose-coupled collaborative process, furthermore Maher and
Burry (2006) in their definition of the “exclusive” collaboration type, define it as
a process where by each participant “work[s] on separate parts of the problem,
negotiating occasionally by asking advice from the other.”
The use of the simple file format facilitated a high degree of collaboration, the
process was also mediated through email exchanges providing a basic level of
coordination between the design team and the fabrication planning team.
The simple file format relied on the assumption that mathematically defined
constructs, such as planes, points and lines have stable characteristics.
These constructs could then be transferred using our simple text-based file format from Grasshopper (where the acts of designing where being made) into
Digital Project (where the acts of detailed fabrication planning where being made)
with the assumption that the mathematically defined objects in Grasshopper
would have the same stable characteristics in Digital Project.
These constructs would be transferred out of Grasshopper through automated
routines, and the exported constructs would be transferred into digital process
through an automated routine as well, as such automation was seen as the key integration device throughout the project in contrast to relying on standardized file
formats or manual intermediation.
3.5. MACHINE FEATURES AND USER DEFINED FEATURES

CNC machinery require considerable efforts and expertise in the planning and
operating of machinery, machining is not considered a Rapid Prototyping (RP) tool.
In computer aided manufacturing (CAM) and CAD/CAM integration, machining is automated, and computer aided design is integrated into the machining
process. “Machining features” have become widely adopted by designers, assisting in the conversion of design intent information into machining instructions.
(Balasubramaniam et al., 2000) While acknowledging the convenience of this form
of representation, Balasubramaniam et al. (2000) also warn about the disadvantages
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of the “machining feature” approach, they point out that feature-based systems are
limited by the extent of their semantic vocabulary.
Although requiring an added level of expertise, the limitations highlighted by
Balasubramaniam et al. (2000) are circumvented by the use of “user-defined-features”, that is, features created by the user, as opposed to features packaged with
the software, this is where systems such as Digital Project based on CATIA surpass other systems that don’t provide users with such a degree of customization.
By automating the production of accurate detailed planning data for machining
purposes much of the considerable labour involved in the machining process is
eliminated, enabling the NC machining process to function similar to other RP
technologies.
3.6. A ROBUST FEATURE BASED SYSTEM

According to Karam and Kleismit (2003) “Building flexibility into a model is, for
example, critical in facilitating downstream engineering changes” further in facilitating downstream changes designers must address the “ability to anticipate the
requirements of potential change [and acknowledge that this ability] is built on experience, training, and a natural intuition on how the design may have to be modified.”
Following the downstream considerations identified by Karam and Kleismit
(2003), the FabPod “Fabrication Cell” Features were developed in isolation, ahead
of the automation system that would subsequently glue them together into a seamless assembly. The rationale for taking such a counterintuitive decision, stems
from the idea, that, in the event that the fully automated system would fail, there
would still be the ability to instantiate the components manually, albeit with a
considerable time penalty.
3.7. A DECOUPLED AUTOMATED PROCESS

As mentioned earlier in the robust feature section, the separation of the feature
design from the design-logic automation was paramount and mission critical in
enabling the flexibility goals stated earlier.
Figure 2 shows the differences between three prominent flexibility strategies,
the “hybrid” approach combines computer code with traditional parametric models, the “pure code” approach relies exclusively on computer code as the method
of representing the design intent and lastly the “pure parametric” approach relies
exclusively on traditional parametric models for representing the design intent. Of
these three approaches of representing the design intent, the “hybrid” approach
has the greatest level of flexibility as a holistic process, since the responsibility of
mapping the design-logic is shared across the scripter and end-user designer, the
“pure code” approach places the burden of responsibility solely on the scripter and
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Figure 2. Flexibility Strategies.

isolates the end-user designer from the decision making, and finally the “pure
parametric” model while relatively flexible its inability to vary topologically
makes the end-user do all the heavy weight lifting in maintaining the design-logic
as a manual and time onerous process.
The “hybrid” approach enables to decouple architectural geometry problems
(tectonics), from computer programming problems (logics). with this method, professionals working on complex shaped and articulated projects can effectively solve
geometrical issues in 3d using visual methods natural to the process of design, while
the computer programming component that instantiates the three dimensional features can be debugged using traditional text-based debugging methods.
Another benefit of the decoupling of the tectonic issues from the logic issues,
is the ability for “scripters” to collaborate with other team members who do not
have automation skills “end-user designers”. Participants with sufficient parametric model-based knowledge can contribute in the building of the smart features
required, while another participant with knowledge in automation can deal exclusively with the mapping of the design-logic through computer code.
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Figure 3. Fabrication Cells and Wall Assemblies.

3.8. THE TECTONIC ISSUES

Due to issues of space we will only cover the tectonic characteristics of the two
most difficult features in the project.
3.8.1. The Timber Frames
The assembly requirements of the timber framing system challenged the use of a
traditional parametric modelling strategy. Although parametric modelling systems such as Digital Project enable designers to map design intent as flexible
models, these associative modelling paradigms present a great deal of difficulty
in coping with topological variations. For this reason in the FabPod project, we
implemented the “hybrid” approach as illustrated in Figure 2 in contrast to other
methods, the “hybrid” approach enabled the flexibility required in varying the
number of total frames per fabrication cell, the number of sides in the frame data
was variable, the numbers fluctuated based on the design data arriving from the
Grasshopper Voronoi distributions over spherical surfaces. While traditional
parametric modellers do not facilitate topological variations without computer
code in their off-the-shelf modalities, the “hybrid” strategy is a best of both
worlds solution, enabling the end-users to articulate the smart features and the
scripters to define the topological variation inherent in most algorithmic designlogic processes.
With the separation of the tectonic issues from the logic issues using featurebased components, it was easy to manage the geometrical complexity required
without this complexity getting entangled with the complexity of the designlogic.
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3.8.2. The Center Plate
The dependency of the centre-plate stiffener on the variable number of timber frames
and scoop holes respectively, highlighted the necessity of having a flexible strategy
for orchestrating this kind of topological variation. The dependencies on the timber
frame topology affected the number of scoop holes, the scoop holes facilitated human
hands in gaining access to bolts during the fastening process. Lastly, the centre plate
feature was trimmed by the hyperboloid front-face and the timber frames at a variable angle non-orthogonal to the sheet plane, this would imply a 5-axis machining
process for manufacturing, through end-user-defined “Machining features” simple
geometrical representations translated seamlessly into 5 axis machining data.
3.8.3. Unfolding the Geometry into Sheet Space
The last Component of the FADPW system was the translation of the 3d assemblies into unfolded nested components for easy NC data extraction.
Using Digital Project’s axis-to-axis transformations and coupled with computer programming logic, the process was automated effectively and all the
unfolded data was transferred into the last process converting the unfolded control-geometry into Automatically Programmed Tool (APT) data, this step was
developed outside of Digital Project in Rhinoscript, as an alternative to the use of
Dassault DELMIA for the production of tool paths.
4. Conclusions
The research described in this paper investigated the topic of flexibility and integration as it applies to 3d model-based design for manufacturing and assembly.
We discussed the various factors affecting flexibility, these ranged from the need
of a vendor-independent 3d model-based framework that promotes open collaboration and the integration of information from various sources, to the
disentanglement of geometrical complexity from design-logic complexity to facilitate a more visual process of interacting with tectonic issues and the need for
topological variability in traditional parametric modelling paradigms.
The paper briefly illustrated the collaborative potentials of text-based neutralfile interoperability and how this form of interoperability promotes flexibility, as
information can be exchanged and aggregated from multiple sources with a high
degree of fidelity and an open file structure.
In future research it would become advantageous to develop more active strategies for respecting geometrical consistencies avoiding passive methods such as
clash detection and post-instantiation validity checks, a greater understanding of
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the use of “Embedded Rationality” could improve the quality in the design of
machine assisted manufactured objects. Future efforts will be directed in a more
detailed qualitative/quantitative assessment of the impact of automation in
enabling flexibility for the delivery of non-standard projects with a high degree of
geometrical complexity.
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